
Gutsy dad on a mission 
ByAlexKirkham 

ON an incredible journey of discovery 
and hope Greenvale father Boris Struk 

will join pediatrician Andrew Kornberg 
and boxer Barry Michael in cycling 
across Vietnam to raise money for muscular 

cular dystrophy research 

Mr Struk has already begun writing 
letters 

ters to community leaders and corporations 

ations in an appeal for support 

He and his Challenge MD companions 

aim to raise $100 for treatments or a 

potential cure 

In April next year they will cover 

540 km in riding for 13 days from Hanoi 

to Ho Chi Minh City They will spend 

time in each village to find people affec- 

affected 

ted by MD and offer them friendship and 

support 

Mr Struk has watched his son Ryan 

cope with the degenerative disease for 

more than 20 years Most sufferers do not 

survive past their mid-20s but Ryan is 

defying the odds At 25 he’s bright and 

intelligent but has a body that no longer 

functions properly He has been in an 

electric wheelchair since he was nine 

cannot swallow unaided and 

relies on a ventilator to breathe 

"It’s a muscle destroyer a 

muscle-wasting disease and 

children are born with it his 

father said "After my son was 

diagnosed with MD it became a 

personal goal of mine to do 

whatever I could to further the research 

and provide support for other families 

like mine Much of this can be done from 

behind a desk but Challenge MD is a 

way I can make an active contribution 

Challenge MD has gained a significant 

contribution from the Rotary Club of 

Essendon and has already raised $  1 1 ,500 

More details www or 

phone 93209555 

Cycling adventure Leon Staik left rear with his 

father Boris and brother Ryan Picture Ted Kloszynski 
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